
WHAT IS AN EXECUTIVE BRIEFING?
A highly customized and customer-centric dialogue, in a purpose-built 
center, between key decision makers from high potential accounts and 
subject matter experts who have a high degree of business acumen, 
technical expertise, and a deep understanding of the customer’s busi-
ness and markets. ese events offer exceptional opportunities for rela-
tionship building, contribution to business results and customer in-
sights that might inform future strategies and solutions

BRIEFINGS STRENGTHEN LOYALTY
AND RELATIONSHIPS

87% of respondents to an ABPM Multi-Program Study said their 
brieng contributed to strengthening their relationship with the host 
company. 90% said they would recommend the company based on 
their brieng experience.*

UNCOVER OPPORTUNITIES FOR UPSELL

74% said the amount of their purchase increased by an average of 31% as a result 
of information provided in the brieng and 79% said they discovered additional 
solutions during the brieng that appeared to be useful to their company.*

INCREASE PROBABILITY OF SALE &
ACCELERATE THE SALES CYCLE

71% made the decision to purchase products or services discussed in their 
briengs, while 72% said the brieng inuenced their decision. 41% of pur-
chasers said briengs shortened the purchase cycle by an average of 30%.*

CAPTURE “VOICE OF THE CUSTOMER”
Every brieng is a focus group of one. From the customers’ perspective, it is 
important to be heard when it comes to the host company’s solutions meeting 
their needs in the most effective way. From the host’s perspective, strategic cus-
tomer insights are invaluable in terms of their potential to inform the direction 
of solutions development or strategies. e one-on-one, in-depth collabora-
tions that occur in briengs are ideal for uncovering these insights.
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